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***

In May 2021, the HBO television network aired a new two-part  documentary exploring
America’s  ongoing  opioid  epidemic  entitled  The  Crime  of  the  Century.  The  first  episode
summarized the role of the pharmaceutical industry in the crisis, specifically that of Sackler
family drugmaker Purdue Pharma and its deadly prescription painkiller, OxyContin.

Part one also thoroughly investigates the complicity of the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in the deceptive marketing by the drug company to obtain U.S. government approval
for oxycodone despite its high risk of abuse and dependency, just as the pharmaceutical
lobby bribes lawmakers in Washington.

Later, the second half of the series charts the current rising use of even more powerful
synthetic  opioids  like  fentanyl.  During  COVID-19,  the  number  of  fatal  overdoses  have
reportedly spiked in an epidemic already estimated to be taking nearly 50,000 lives per
year.  The  HBO  production  is  one  of  a  slew  of  recent  films  such  as  Netflix’s  The
Pharmacist and The Young Turks’ The Oxy Kingpins which highlight the responsibility of the
pharmaceutical industry but omit discussion of a related issue that has become taboo for
media  to  even  mention.  While  the  film’s  scathing  indictment  of  Big  Pharma  is  certainly
relevant, it unfortunately neglects to address another enormous but lesser-known factor in
America’s escalating drug problem.

Corporate media would have us believe it is simply fortuitous that during the exact time
opioid overdose deaths in the U.S. began to increase in the early 2000s, the so-called War
on Terror began with the conquest and plundering of a country abroad that has since
become the world’s epicenter for opium production.
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By the end of August 2021, American combat forces are scheduled to fully withdraw from
Afghanistan shortly before the twentieth anniversary of the 9/11 attacks that preceded the
October 2001 invasion and subsequent two decade occupation. Contrary to the spin put on
the announcement by the Biden administration, the pledge to finally remove troops from the
longest  war  in  U.S.  history  was  actually  yet  another  postponement,  as  the  Trump
administration had previously agreed with the Taliban to a complete drawdown by May.

Time will tell whether the new deadline is Washington kicking the can down the road again
in the endless war, but the withdrawal has already drawn criticism from the bipartisan
foreign  policy  establishment  with  former  Secretaries  of  State  Hillary  Clinton  and
Condoleezza  Rice  voicing  their  objections  to  the  House  Foreign  Affairs  Committee.
Unfortunately for the Beltway chickenhawks, polls show an increasingly war-weary American
public are unanimously in support of the move, which is little wonder given they have
endured a silent epidemic that can be partly traced back to the conflict-ridden nation.

Even though the FDA approved OxyContin six years before the U.S. took control of the South
Central Asian country, an increase in domestic heroin overdoses has been intertwined with
the uptick in abuse of commonly prescribed and man-made opioids which have become
gateway  drugs  to  the  morphium-derived  opiate  in  the  new  millennium.  Meanwhile,
Afghanistan has become the globe’s leading narco-state under NATO occupation which
accounts for more than 90% of global opium production that is used to make heroin and
other narcotics. According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), poppy
cultivation in the Islamic Republic increased by 37% last year alone.

At the same time, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that heroin
use in the U.S. more than doubled among young adults in the last ten years, while 45% of
heroin users were said to be hooked on prescription opioid painkillers as well.  Yet the
impression one gets from mainstream media is that the vast majority of smack on America’s
streets is coming solely from Mexican cartels, a statistical impossibility based on the scale of
the U.S. user demand in proportion to the amount of hectares produced in Latin America,
when the majority is inevitably being sourced from a country its own military has colonized
for two decades.

https://www.axios.com/hillary-clinton-condoleezza-rice-biden-afghanistan-troops-9e115f31-85c4-4f30-9663-30dd6e572895.html
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https://www.unodc.org/documents/crop-monitoring/Afghanistan/20210217_report_with_cover_for_web_small.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/vitalsigns/heroin/
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The predominant narrative is that the illegal trade is the Taliban’s primary source of income
financing  its  insurgency  which  has  put  the  Pashtun-based  group  in  nearly  as  strong  a
position today as it was prior to its overthrow when it presided over three quarters of the
country. While the newly rebranded movement’s bloody and intolerant history cannot be
whitewashed, one would have no idea that the lowest period in the previous thirty years for
Afghan  opium  growth  was  actually  under  the  five  year  reign  of  the  Islamists  who  strictly
forbid poppy farming a year before the U.S. takeover, though it is claimed they were merely
deceiving  the  international  community.  Nevertheless,  where  opium  harvesting  really
flourished  preceding  the  NATO  invasion  was  under  the  border  lands  controlled  by  the
Northern Alliance, the same coalition of warlords and tribes later armed by the C.I.A. to oust
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the Taliban, while United Nations observers even acknowledged the success of the Sharia-
based ban until its ouster.

Beginning  in  2001,  Afghanistan  was  instantly  transformed into  the  chief  global  heroin
supplier entering Turkey through the Balkans into the European Union and via Tajikistan
eastward into Russia, China and beyond. In the midst of the U.S. exit, there is a general
agreement that the days are numbered for the Kabul government as the Taliban continue to
make gains.  Still,  the question remains — if  the self-described Islamic Emirate and its
asymmetric warfare is to blame for the opium boom, then where on earth did the billions
NATO allocated for its counternarcotics strategy go? Even in the rare instances when major
news outlets have reported on the U.S. military’s non-intervention policy toward opium
farming with American marines suspiciously under orders to turn a blind eye to the poppy
fields,  the  yellow  press  simply  refuses  to  connect  the  dots.  Under  the  smokescreen  of
supposedly protecting the only means of subsistence for the impoverished locals, NATO
forces  are  in  reality  safeguarding  the  lethal  product  lining  the  pockets  of  the  Afghan
government. Why else would the Western coalition continue to overlook the Taliban’s main
source of revenue if it is only the Pashtun nationalists who profit?

In reality, it was under the initial post-Taliban regime of President Hamid Karzai where drug
exports began to surge as the very regime installed by the Bush administration shielded the
unlawful  trade  from  its  cosmetic  prohibition  effort.  Even  though  voter  fraud  was  rampant
during both the 2004 and 2009 Afghan elections, Karzai was championed as the country’s
first  “democratically-elected”  leader  while  receiving  tens  of  millions  in  behind  the
scenes payments from the Central Intelligence Agency. A longtime Western asset, Karzai
had previously raised funds in neighboring Pakistan for the anti-communist mujahideen
during the Afghan-Soviet War in the 1980s. Not only did the ranks of the Islamic ‘holy
warriors’ armed and funded in the C.I.A.’s Operation Cyclone program include Karzai and the
eventual core of both the Taliban and Al-Qaeda — including Osama bin Laden himself — but
it is also well established the jihadists were deeply immersed in drug smuggling as the U.S.
looked the other way. The late, great historian William Blum wrote:

“CIA-supported mujahideen rebels engaged heavily in drug trafficking while fighting the
Soviet-supported government, which had plans to reform Afghan society. The Agency’s
principal client was Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, one of the leading drug lords and the biggest
heroin refiner,  who was also the largest recipient of  CIA military support.  CIA-supplied
trucks and mules that had carried arms into Afghanistan were used to transport opium
to laboratories along the Afghan-Pakistan border. The output provided up to one-half of
the  heroin  used annually  in  the  United  States  and three-quarters  of  that  used in
Western  Europe.  U.S.  officials  admitted  in  1990  that  they  had  failed  to  investigate  or
take action against the drug operation because of a desire not to offend their Pakistani
and Afghan allies. In 1993, an official of the DEA dubbed Afghanistan the new Colombia
of the drug world.”

As maintained by the UNODC, the heroin flooding out of Afghanistan and Central Asia into
Western Europe passes through the Balkan route consisting of the independent ex-Yugoslav
states,  together  with  Albania  and  the  partially-recognized  protectorate  of  Kosovo.  Not
coincidentally,  this  transit  corridor  largely  began  to  swell  with  narcotraffic  proceeding  the
NATO war on Yugoslavia in the 1990s,  especially  in the wake of  the Kosovo conflict  which
saw the Clinton administration shore up the Al Qaeda-linked Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA)
to secede the disputed province from Serbia. Even with their previous State Department

https://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/20/world/taliban-s-ban-on-poppy-a-success-us-aides-say.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/21/world/asia/21marja.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/karzai-acknowledges-cia-payments/2013/05/04/3d71c1a6-b4e6-11e2-9fb1-62de9581c946_story.html
https://ips-dc.org/the_cia_contras_gangs_and_crack/
https://balkaninsight.com/2016/03/03/balkans-remain-major-drug-transit-point-us-report-03-03-2016/
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designation as a terrorist  organization until  1998,  the Islamist  militants were given an
instant facelift as freedom fighters. Apart from the fact that the ethnic Albanian separatists
had  considerable  ties  to  Salafist  extremist  networks,  the  C.I.A.-backed  Kosovar  insurgents
also  subsidized their  military  campaign,  which involved serious  war  crimes and ethnic
cleansing, through narcoterrorism and drug running with Albanian crime syndicates — in
above all, heroin. As journalist Diana Johnstone writes in Fools’ Crusade: Yugoslavia, NATO
and Western Delusions:

“The U.S.  Drug Enforcement Administration and other  Western agencies were well
aware of the close links between the UCK/KLA and the Kosovo Albanian drug traffickers
controlling  the  main  flow of  heroin  into  Western  Europe  from Afghanistan  via  Turkey.
The CIA has a long record of considering such groups as assets against governments
targeted by the United States, whether in Southeast Asia, Africa or Central America.”

Shortly after the Red Army retreated in 1989, Afghanistan became one of the world’s top
opium producers for the first time throughout the next decade until Taliban Supreme Leader
Mullah Omar issued a fatwa against the lucrative crop in 2000. When the comprador Karzai
assumed office the very next year, another family figure emerged as a key coalition ally in
the country’s south — younger half-brother Ahmed Wali Karzai — who was appointed to
govern poppy-rich Kandahar Province until his assassination in 2011. Just a year earlier, it
was revealed by WikiLeaks embassy cables that Washington was well aware the younger
Karzai was a corrupt drug lord, not long after The New York Times divulged his key role in
the opium trade while simultaneously on the C.I.A. payroll. Even though this partial hangout
was publicized by the Old Gray Lady, the newspaper of record never bothered to further
investigate the links between Langley and the Karzai family’s deep pockets from the drug
market. Instead, they continued to craft the misleading perception that taxes on poppy
farming within Taliban-held areas was chiefly responsible for the illegal industry dominating
the Afghan economy and fueling the never-ending war  that  Washington has  a  vested
interest in prolonging.

Many commentators have drawn parallels between the recent disorganized abandonment of
Bagram Airfield, the largest U.S. base in Afghanistan, and the final evacuation of American
combat troops from South Vietnam during the Fall  (Liberation) of  Saigon in 1975. The
mountainous country situated at the intersection of  Central  and South Asia along with
Pakistan and (to a lesser extent) Iran comprises what is known as the ‘Golden Crescent’, one
of two main hubs of opium turnout on the continent. In the Vietnam era, most of the globe’s
heroin came from the other major axis of poppy-plant growth in the ‘Golden Triangle’ of
Southeast Asia located at the border junction between Thailand, Laos and Myanmar. This
crossroads continued to be the largest region for harvesting of the flower until the early 21st
century when Afghanistan surpassed it in outturn. While there has yet to be revealed a
smoking gun per se implicating the C.I.A. in drug trafficking from the Golden Crescent, it is
at the very least food for thought given the precedent set by the agency throughout its 73-
year history.

From the beginning of the Cold War, Langley intimately conspired with organized crime to
achieve U.S. foreign policy objectives. Following the Cuban Revolution in 1959, the rogue
spy  agency  frequently  enlisted  the  Mafia  in  its  many  failed  attempts  to  overthrow  Fidel
Castro and decades later many still believe that the same elements likely had a hand in the
assassination of John F. Kennedy. Still, it was not until 1972 during the Vietnam War when
historian Alfred W. McCoy famously uncovered the extent to which the C.I.A. was involved in
the international drug trade in The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia. The explosive study

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-53169808
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2000/01/heroin-heroes/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/dec/02/us-karzai-half-brother-wikileaks
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/28/world/asia/28intel.html
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meticulously documented how the narcotics coming out of the Golden Triangle were being
transported on a front airline known as Air America run by U.S. intelligence as part of its
covert operations in bordering Laos.

In the Laotian civil war, the C.I.A. had secretly organized a guerrilla army of 30,000 strong
from  the  indigenous  Hmong  population  to  fight  the  communist  Pathet  Lao  forces  aligned
with  North  Vietnam and the  highland natives  were  economically  dependent  on  poppy
cultivation. When the heroin exported out of Laos didn’t find its way to cities in America, it
ended  up  next-door  in  Vietnam  where  opiate  habits  among  G.I.s  reached  epidemic
proportions, one of many instances of ‘blowback’ from U.S. collusion with worldwide drug
smuggling. Believe it or not, however, this was not the first correlation between an American
war and an opiate epidemic at home, as previously during the Civil War in the 1870s there
was widespread morphine addiction among Union and Confederate soldiers.

It appears that almost everywhere U.S. interventionism goes, the drug market seems to
follow. In the early 1980s, the C.I.A. mobilized another counter-revolutionary fighting force
in Central America as part of the Reagan administration’s dirty war against the left-wing
Sandinista  government  in  Nicaragua.  During  the  Nicaraguan  civil  war,  Congress  had
forbidden any funding or supplying of weapons to the right-wing Contras as stipulated in the
Boland  Amendment.  Instead,  Washington  used  go-betweens  like  Panamanian  dictator
Manuel Noriega, a long-standing C.I.A.  operative closely linked to narco-trafficking through
Pablo Escobar’s Medellín Cartel, until the U.S. later turned against the strongman. In what
became known as the Iran-Contra affair, the Reagan White House was embroiled in scandal
after it was divulged that the C.I.A. had devised a rat line funneling arms to a most unlikely
source in the Islamic Republic of Iran — a sworn enemy of the U.S. under embargo — by
which the takings were diverted to the Nicaraguan terrorists. Although the official excuse for
the secret deal was an arms-for-hostages exchange for U.S. citizens being held in Lebanon,
the  real  purpose  for  the  arrangement  was  to  finance  the  Contras  whose  other  proceeds
happened  to  come  from  a  different  illicit  enterprise  —  cocaine.

Despite the fact that a 1986 inquiry by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee found that
the agency knew the anti-Sandinista rebels were engaged in cocaine trafficking just as use
of its highly-addictive freebase variation was surging in cities across America, it was not
until  a  decade later  when investigative journalist  Gary Webb in  his  controversial  Dark
Alliance series fully exposed the link between Contra drug operations under C.I.A. protection
and  the  crack  epidemic  domestically.  Public  outcry  over  the  three-part  investigation
resonated  most  strongly  within  the  African-American  community  whose  inner  city
neighborhoods were devastated by the crack explosion and the indignation culminated in a
Los Angeles town hall where a large audience confronted C.I.A. Director John Deutch.

Amid the fallout, Webb found himself the target of a media-led smear campaign disputing
the credibility of the exposé which destroyed his life and derailed his career, even though
his  findings  were  based  on  extensive  court  documents  and  corroborated  by  former  crack
kingpins like “Freeway” Rick Ross and ex-LAPD narcotics officer Michael C. Ruppert. Sadly,
the journalist would later die of a highly suspicious suicide in 2004 but eventually Webb’s
muckraking  was  the  subject  of  a  favorable  Hollywood  depiction  in  2014’s  Kill  The
Messenger. In the end, the fearless reporter was punished for revealing that many of the
individuals  most  involved  in  cocaine  trafficking  in  the  eighties  were  the  same  exact
individuals the C.I.A. employed to channel guns to the Contras, thereby permitting drugs to
flow into the U.S..

https://www.c-span.org/video/?467566-1/the-panama-deception
https://archive.org/details/Webb-CIA-Crack-Documents
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Although there has yet to be the equivalent of a Vietnam or Nicaragua-level disclosure of
incontrovertible evidence incriminating Uncle Sam in the Afghan drug business as the troop
removal  approaches,  the answer may lie  with who is  set  to  replace them. A Defense
Department report from earlier this year indicates that at least 18,000 security contractors
remain  in  the  war-torn  country,  where  outsourcing  to  private  military  companies  like
Academi  (formerly  Blackwater)  has  increasingly  been  relied  upon  in  the  20-year  war,
including for futile drug enforcement measures. As the services of guns-for-hire with a
penchant for human rights abuses grew in the lengthy conflict, oversight and accountability
diminished to the point where the Pentagon is unable to accurately keep track of defense
firms  or  what  mercenaries  are  even  doing  in  the  country.  Meanwhile,  private  security
services have made a fortune being contracted out for the abortive anti-drug effort just as
Afghanistan set records in opiate production.

Alfred W. McCoy, the acclaimed historian who unearthed C.I.A. collaboration with opiate
trafficking  in  Indochina,  not  long  ago  chronicled  the  imminent  downfall  of  the  U.S.  as  a
superpower in In the Shadows of American History: The Rise and Decline of U.S. Global
Power.  In his  work,  McCoy notes how the U.S.  has set out to fulfill  the “Heartland Theory”
geostrategy envisioned by the architect of modern geopolitics, Sir Halford Mackinder, in his
influential 1904 paper “The Geographical Pivot of History.” The English analyst reconceived
the continents as poles of interconnected global power and cited the way in which the
British Empire joined with the other  Western European nations in  the 19th century to
prevent Russian imperial expansionism in “The Great Game” with Afghanistan serving as a
battleground. Fearing that the Russian Empire would enlarge toward the south, the British
sent forces to Afghanistan as a containment strategy, a decision which ultimately proved to
be a humiliating defeat for the East India Company but according to Mackinder blocked the
Russian  sphere  of  influence  in  British  India.  He  then  theorized  that  the  country  which
conquered the Eurasian ‘Heartland’ of the Russian core would come to dominate the world.
For the strategist, the geographical notion of Eurasia also consisted of China which the
British had used drug addiction to destabilize and overcome in the Opium Wars.

In  1979,  the  National  Security  Adviser  in  the  Jimmy  Carter  administration,  Zbigniew
Brzezinski, put Mackinder’s blueprint into practice after the U.S. was forced to pull back in
Vietnam by luring the Soviet Union into its own impregnable quagmire in a new “Great
Game.” The scheme worked like a charm and just months after the Polish-born Russophobe
persuaded the 39th president to lend clandestine support to the mujahideen in Afghanistan,
aid from Moscow was requested by the socialist government in Kabul and the rest was
history. Like the British Empire and Alexander the Great before it, the U.S. is itself now
bogged down in the ‘graveyard of  empires’  after the forgetting the lessons of  history.
Unintended or not, one of the adverse results of America’s empire-building has been the
pouring of  fuel  on the fire of  an initially  homegrown opioid crisis  begun by Big Pharma by
turning Afghanistan into a multi-billion dollar narco-economy whereby heroin is circulated
for consumption all over the map.

Like the Pentagon Papers released during the Vietnam War, the internal memos of the
Afghanistan  Papers  made  public  in  2019  proved  officials  were  deceiving  the  American
people about the reality of the no-win situation on the ground. It remains to be seen what
impact the U.S. handover to the corrupt Kabul regime will have for dope distribution as a
Taliban seizure of power appears near, but the latest report by the Special Inspector General
for  Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR)  determined that  officials  have long known the war
was ill-fated from the outset and warns Washington is bound to repeat the same errors in

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/05/u-s-contractors-in-afghanistan-are-hiring-amid-withdrawal.html
https://www.stripes.com/theaters/middle_east/troop-levels-are-down-but-us-says-over-18-000-contractors-remain-in-afghanistan-1.659040
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/mar/31/blackwater-gets-rich-afghanistan-drug-production
https://www.mic.com/articles/46621/108-000-private-contractors-are-in-afghanistan-and-we-have-no-idea-what-they-re-doing
https://www.businessinsider.com/us-effort-in-afghanistan-doomed-and-risks-repeat-sigar-says-2021-7
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the future. Unless critical steps are taken to rein in the military-industrial complex, we have
to assume that with another forever war there will unavoidably come the opening of another
C.I.A.-controlled international drug route with Americans either suffering the consequences
with their pocketbooks or their lives.

*
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